GOVT OF INDIA

Govt. of India National Education Policy, 1986

Notification for Autonomous and Self Financed Institutions and Bodies

1. According to J.P. Unnikrishnan vs Andhra Pradesh AIR 1993, Supreme Court 2178, Voluntary Institutions/ Society have right to spread education & issue certificates for Degree/Diploma.

2. Under Human Rights Protection Act, 1993, Autonomous Bodies have been given special protection & consideration. (For further details refer, AIR 1993 SC – 2178)
3. According to the Ministry of Human Affairs. Govt. of India Notification No. 26/4/52 CC Dated. 20.09.1952 issued in consultation with the union public service commission that in the case of Degree/Diploma awarded by Board/University in India which are incorporated by an act of central of Part B state legislature in India. No formal orders of recognition for such Degree/Diploma needed to be issued by Government. Such Degree should be Recognized Automatically for the Purpose of employment.